
Zaid Ibrahim & Co., often called ZICO by its clients, is Malaysia’s biggest law

firm with almost 150 lawyers throughout Malaysia. It enjoys the reputation of

being among the most innovative law firms in the Asia Pacific region, as

recognised by the Financial Times.

ZICO consistently offers sophisticated yet practical solutions to its clients across

multiple sectors and industries. It is engaged by local and multinational

corporations on complex commercial transactions, mergers and acquisitions

exercises, fundraising on large infrastructure projects in Asian emerging markets

as well as strategic law reform initiatives.

Acting on its strong belief and confidence in diversity and inclusiveness, ZICO

became a founding firm and continues to be a key member of the ZICO Law

network, a web of leading independent local law firms in the ASEAN region

present in all ten ASEAN countries.
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ABOUT US

Find out more by clicking the icon:

Branch Locations: Kuala Lumpur, Penang,

Johor Bahru, Kota Bharu

Affiliate Firms: Gala & Tomik Advocate

(Kuching), Effendi & Co. (Kota Kinabalu)

Working Hours: 8:45 am - 5:45 pm

PERSONNEL

A consultant holds a senior position but is not a

partner of the firm and is not involved in the day-

to-day management of a matter. The consultant

lends his/her experience to guide or support the

lawyers and partners.

Consultant

https://www.zicolaw.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3gAQmyREPw7FYhzAGIKQGQ
https://twitter.com/zico_group?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/zicogroup
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zicolaw/


The department is highly regarded for

assisting local and foreign financial

institutions and hedge funds on all aspects

of structuring and negotiating every kind of

banking and finance transaction. Its

banking law practitioners are adept at

handling highly complex transactions in

today’s evolving financial environment.

BANKING & F INANCE

Advice is given on the full spectrum of

corporate and commercial work,

including mergers and acquisitions, joint

ventures, and initial public offerings. It

also advises on complex, multi-

jurisdictional transactions across sectors

such as manufacturing, TMT, and

healthcare.

CORPORATE  & COMMERCIAL

ZICO offers representation at all levels of

trial and appellate litigation covering a

range of disputes such as corporate

insolvency and restructuring, defamation,

construction and property disputes and

international trade disputes. ZICO also

represents the client in the fields of

arbitration, adjudication and mediation.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

This department is one of the firm's core

strengths. Its lawyers work with project

promoters in the electricity, oil and gas,

transportation and water sectors at every

stage, from inception to implementation.

Their in-depth experience facilitates the

effective and efficient structuring and

negotiating of project agreements.

PROJECTS ,  INFRASTRUCTURE
& ENERGY

The department advises on all facets of

intellectual property ranging from

registration, litigation and enforcement to

transactional and regulatory advice.  Other

commercial services extend to licensing,

franchising, IP audit, due diligence and

sale of rights. It manages patent, design

and trademark portfolios both regionally

and internationally.

L IT IGATION & DISPUTE
RESOLUTION

AREAS OF
PRACTICE
Other practice areas of the firm are listed

on the firm's website.

https://www.zicolaw.com/our-network/malaysia/


WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
Our Working Culture...
is informal. We have relaxed the dress code to smart casual in alignment with the

changing nature of workplaces, turning in favour of a more casual and warm

working environment.

 

  We adopt an open door policy and break away from conservative traditions as

we encourage teamwork coupled with open honest communication. 

  Junior lawyers and employees are empowered with big responsibilities and

tasks, but also receive strong and consistent support. Training sessions are

given on a regular basis to keep up to date on developments in the law.

  We also take health and welfare seriously and we organise firm-wide health

events such as group workouts, 5km runs, and health talks. We have also organised

mental wellness workshops.

Our Four Pillars...

Trust

Innovation Connection

Leadership

Our Working Arrangement...
We had a smooth transition to working remotely during the pandemic, and this was

supplemented by an early adoption of work-from-home arrangements even before

the first Movement Control Order in 2020 was in place. Lawyers are split into two

teams, with only one team allowed in the office at any one time.

· 

· 

· 



Definitely is the Pantry on Level 18! Prior to the Covid-

19 restrictions, it was a particularly popular space for

lawyers and employees to have meals together and

socialise through games such as table tennis. A

foosball table was recently added to allow everyone

to de-stress and take a break from a day's work. 

Our Favourite Spot in the Office...

Our Contribution Towards Society...
Ongoing ZICO Green Initiative which is rooted in our larger

ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) commitment.

Saying no to single use plastics and reducing unnecessary

paper consumption by changing printing habits.

Assessing energy consumption to reduce unnecessary

usage that contributes towards the emission of greenhouse

gases.

Organising charity events such as donation of eyewear,

toys and books, and visitation to orphanages.

· 

· 

· 

· 



Our Social Life...
We frequently organise social events

for employees to connect.

Parties during festivities such as

Eid Al-Fitr, Chinese New Year,

and Christmas

Gatherings and

company trips

Sports tournaments such as

badminton, table tennis, and

futsal tournaments



JOIN US: Internship Opportunity
Submit application:

Looking for: Training and benefits:

Programme structure:

Two interns at any one time (during

Movement Control periods)

Internship period up to four weeks

May be partly virtual or may also be

required to intern physically in the office

(subject to SOP)

A partner in charge overseeing interns.

· 

· 

· 
· 

How

Via ZICO's website or KPUM 30 Days of

Summer Internship Programme

When 

Before your preferred internship period,

there is no fixed dates of intake

· 

· 

Candidate who has completed at

least one year of university study.

Candidate who is intellectually

rigorous with good attention to detail.

Having extra-curricular, volunteering,   

and working experience is an

advantage.

Independent and knows how to ask

for assignments and work.

Able to submit work in time.

· 

· 

· 
· 

· 

Training is largely an on-the-job experience.

Allowance may be given in special

circumstances.

Access to the library and other resources will

be available to interns in order to complete

assignments given.

· 

· 
· 

https://www.zicolaw.com/career/
https://www.kpum.org/30-days-of-summer


Looking for:

STAGE 1: Submit application

STAGE 2: Written test

STAGE 3: Interview

Applicants are required to submit their CV,

cover letter, examination transcripts and

relevant supporting documentation through

ZICO’s website.

Interviews are usually conducted by two partners.

Applicants are required to complete a written test.

Training:

Benefits:

JOIN US: Chambering Opportunity
There is structured training provided by ZICO where

relevant topics will be discussed and elaborated. This

year relevant topics include: 

   Entering into private legal practice 

   Due diligence

   Research Communication 

   Dealing with Companies and Corporations 

· 
· 
· 
· 

Candidate with at least a second-upper law degree

or its equivalent (e.g. 3.3 CGPA).

Candidate who has the ability to use basic

information technology software (e.g. Microsoft

Office). 

Having extra-curricular, volunteering and working

experience is an advantage.

· 
· 

· 

Remuneration package that is slightly above the

average allowance given to pupils in chambers in

Kuala Lumpur.

Strong and consistent support.

Opportunity to try various practice areas.

· 

· 
· 

https://www.zicolaw.com/career/


SUAH YI JING

SENIOR ASSOCIATE

HEAR FROM US

Remember to have a work-life

balance. These self-care practices

may come in many forms such as

social, mental, and physical. These

‘after-work’ practices may also be

rewarding to your legal practice

besides managing your day-to-day

stress. For example, participating in

community projects will hone soft

skills such as time-management,

communication and teamwork

which in the long run will be

invaluable in your legal practice.

Updated as of 22/02/2021

Best advice from master/ senior: Best and worst interviewing experience:

The best experience would be when

the interviewer meets a well-

prepared, intelligent, and confident

candidate able to neatly gather her

thoughts and argue her position

well. The candidate would have

genuine questions to ask and is

ready to answer those posed to her. 

The worst experience would be

when the candidate is over-

confident and assumes that her

position in the firm is a given.

AMIN ABDUL MAJID

PARTNER

Where to start off?
Boutique firm OR Full-service firm:

I would advise the law student to

apply for internships to gain insights

on the legal industry. If there are

opportunities, do try out both

boutique and full-service law firms

to expose himself to different

working environments, as there are

pros and cons in both. However, if

the law student is planning to apply

for pupillage, I would advise to start

off at a full-service law firm to gain

exposure to different practice

areas and to find out his preferred

practice areas.

TEO SHI KAY

SENIOR ASSOCIATE


